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This invention relates to gun trunnions or 
mounts, of the universal type, and contemplates 
a device of this character having independent 
adjustments for the horizontal and the vertical 
planes, in which the gun, such as a machine gun 
may be quickly and readily mounted and from 
which it may be as quickly and as readily de 
tached, all without affecting the adjustments of 
the trunnion or mount but permitting any neces 
sary or desirable adjustments while the gun is 
supported by the trunnion. 
With the above and other objects in view, as 

will be apparent, the invention consists in the 
construction, combination and arrangement of 
parts, all as hereinafter more fully described, 
claimed and illustrated in the accompanying 
drawings, wherein 

Fig. 1 is a plan view of a gun mount or trun 
nion constructed in accordance with the present 
invention: 
‘ Fig. 2 is a transverse section along line 2-2 of 
Fig. 1 illustrating the mount in elevation and a 
part of its support in section: 

Fig. 3 is a transverse section along line 3—3 of 
Fig. 1: 

Fig. 4 is an end elevation of the trunnion or 
mount: 

Fig. 5 is a vertical section along line 5-5 of 
Fig. 3:,and ' I 

Fig. 6 is a fragmentary section similar to Fig. 
3 illustrating a modi?ed form of this invention. 
As is well known, a machine gun, especially 

when mounted in the wing of an aircraft, has a 
double support, viz. an adjustable rear mount 
cooperating with its butt end assembly and a 
trunnion structure spaced from the rear gun 
mount forwardly of the gun barrel or jacket and 
cooperating with the barrel or jacket at some 
point between the butt end assembly and the 
muzzle of the gun. As the rear gun mount, 
which forms no part of the present invention, 
is usually adjustable in both the vertical (eleva 
tion) and the horizontal (azimuth) planes for 
aiming purposes, the trunnion structure; forming 
the subject of the present invention and cooperat 
ing with the rear mount for the support of the 
gun, is movable about axes lying in these planes 
with the aiming movements of the rear gun 
mount. At the same time the instant invention 
incorporates means for relatively small inde 
pendent adjustments of the trunnion structure in 
both the vertical and the horizontal planes to 
permit of a true centering of'the gun and an 
accurate initial aiming adjustment in either or 
both of these planes, which adjustments once 
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having been made become ?xed or permanent. 
This trunnion or mount structure also provides 
for these several adjustments to be effected while 
.the gun is engaged within or by the trunnion 
structure and at the same time provides for the 
quick mounting and detachment of the gun 
without disturbing any of the adjustments of 
the trunnion structure or of its parts. 
Reference being had more particularly to the‘ 

drawings, I0 designates a supporting structure 
such as the transverse ribs of an aircraft ‘wing 
structure, upon which and to which the trunnion 
or mount forming the subject matter of the pres 
ent invention secures a machine gun. In the 
drawings, I I designates the barrel of the gun, and 
I2 the jacket therefor. The jacket I2 of the gun 
is encircled and ?xedly engaged by an adapter 
I3 having the conical journals I4 at the ends of 
its vertical diameter. ‘ 

The gun mount or trunnion which is to receive 
and cooperate with an adapter I3 secured to a 
machine gun comprises a lower jaw I5 and an 
upper jaw I6. The lower jaw I5 is shaped to con 
form generally to the contour of the jacket I2 
and the adapter I3 and is mounted between the 
ribs ID for pivotal movement about a horizontal 
axis to permit of the elevation-a1 aiming ad 
justment of the gun. That is accomplished‘ by 
providing a supporting bearing H at each end 
of the lower jaw I5, each of which is pivotally and 
adjustably secured to one of the ribs II] as here 
inafter more fully described. One of the support 
ing bearings H of the lower jaw I5 is provided 
on its upper side with a lug, I8 to be received be 
tween a pair of ears I9 at the corresponding end 
of the upper jaw I6. The lug I8 and the ears 
I9 are pivotally secured together by a bolt 20. 
In this manner the upper jaw It is hinged to, 
the lower jaw I5’. 
That end of the upper jaw I6 opposed to the 

hinge comprising the ears I9, lug I8 and bolt 
20 is provided with a substantially horizontal 
projection 2I having a longitudinal groove 22 
in the outer face thereof. This projection 2I 
extends over and lies substantially parallel to the 
inner end of the adjacent supporting bearing I1. 
To secure the free or unhinged end of the upper 
jaw I6 to the lower jaw I5, a yoke 23, provided 
with the arms 23', spans-the jaws |5--I6 with 
its arms on opposed sides of the jaws and pivoted 
as at 24. at their terminals to the lower jaw below 
and in approximate alignment with the inner end 
of the adjacent supporting bearing I1. Medially 
of their length the arms 23' of the yoke are bent 
inwardly, as at ‘23", toward the approximate‘ 
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-‘Vertical center of the bearing, and this bend oc 
curs at or near the horizontal projection 2| of 
the upper jaw IS. 
A look operating rod 25 is threaded through 

the yoke 23 medially of its length between the 
arms 23' thereof and in order to provide a sub 
stantial mounting for this rod 25 a sleeve 26 is 
secured to the inner face of the yoke v23 in align: 
ment ‘with the passage through which the ‘rod, 
25 is threaded. The interior of this sleeve 26 is 
threaded in continuation of the threads of the 
opening in the yoke through which the reel 2§ 
passes and since the sleeve 26 in effect consti 
tutes a unitary piece with theygke 23, having? 
threaded passage through these hleiments fer co? 
operation with the threads of the rod 25, an elon 
gated threaded bearing is provided for the rod 25, 
A shell 21 encircles the rod"25 and is provided 
with a series of locking depressions 28 in its outer 
end wall which cooperate with a wing nut ‘29 ?xed 
to the rod-2.5- A compressed coil spring 39 is 
interposed between the engl'wall' of the shell and 

yoke 23 to constantly force the shell upwardly 
0‘ contact with the’ inner ?dge of a wing nut 

29" ?xedly secured to the projecting end of the 
rod12’5,‘ whereby the ‘wing nut'is seated in one or 
the other of the depressions 2'8 and is held thereby 
from any tendency to rotate relatively to the 
shell or to the yoke. To prevent'the shell 2'! from 
rotating with respect to the rod 25 and the yoke 
23, it is provided with a pair of extensions 3|, one 
upon each side of the yoke 23, spaced one from 
theptherto provide a space ‘for the reception 
of the yoke. 'These extensions 3| at all times 
contact with the edges of the yoke 23 regardless 
of the position of the shell 2‘! and prevent any 
rotary movement of the latter relative to either 
theyoke 23 or to therod '25. V 
'To'bra'ce the sleeve 26, as well as the arms 23' 

of the ypike23, a pair of plates 32 are interposed 
between‘ illeerms" 23-’ adjacent to their in?ation 
with the cross. member (if the Yoke .23 and these 
plates 32 rest flush one against the other ex: 
céPt'whem they are ée'ch'bent outwardly, as at 
3'3, vto embrace ‘the s1eeve’26. The plates‘32 may 
be: welded or otherwise permanently secured to 

crbs‘fs. member 10f the Y9K? 23, with? arms 23' 
ihereefaed to each other and at their centers, 
where they" cooperate with the sleeve 26, sepa—. 
rate, ‘as at 3,3, to combine in creating a passage 
iii 'whwh'and through which the sleeve 25 'sxtende 
and passes- " -' 
ht'its‘ inner end the adjusting rod 25 is con; 

nected 'to'a pin 34 by means of‘ a swiveled con—. 
nection 35_. As‘ the rod 25 rotates it, off course, 
it Well through the yoke Z3 and the ‘theme Sleeve 
2|ifand is adjusted with respect to these elements.’ 
By reason of the swivel or loose rotary‘ connection 
35 between the inner end of this 11951 ansi' the 
pin 34, this Pin moves with therod along the 
axis of the rod but does not rotate with it; l Once 
the rod 25 has attained the desired adjusted po 
sition with respect to the yoke 23, the‘ wing nut 
29, by which the rod is rotated and adjusted, 
automatically becomes seated in the radiating ‘re-1 
cesses“ 28_ in the outer wall of the shell 21 thereby 
lacking ‘the rod frqm ‘further rotahqh, 

Just above 17h? bendS '23" in the arms 23' of 
the ‘Yoke 23 and in a Plane approximating the 
plane of the projection 2| of the upper jaw l6, 
each arm 23’ is provided with a slot'36,_ the slot 
35 ofohe arm beingv aligned transversely of the 

with the slqti? of the eppqsite arml A lock 
193%‘ 37 hayillg'phe ears 35 3/5 HES ends 15 @9191“: 
eatingly mounted between the when’ qfjthe 
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yoke by means of the ears 38 being slidably re8 
ceived in the slots 36. Medially of this length 
this look bar is connected or ?xed to the pin 34 
so that as the pin is moved towards and away from 
projecting portion 2| of the movable jaw l6 under 
the in?uence of the wing nut 29, the lock bar 31 
similarly moves. On its under surface and ex 
tending longitudinally of itslength, the lock bar 
has a rib 39.110. beseated'in the groove .22 in the 
horizontal projection 2| of the upper jaw l6 when 
the lock bar 31 has reached the lower end of 
its permissible path of movement. Since the 
jaws N5 and H are of relatively soft metal it is 
undesirable to coheentrate any great pressure at 
a single point. Therefore the bar 31 acts to dis 
tribute the clamping pressure between the jaw 
and prevents any concentration thereof. 
"*From the foregoing it is apparent that the 

, lower or stationary jaw l5, once its ultimate ad 
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justment in a horizontal plane has been attained, 
occupies a constant position with reference to 
the ribs it] by and between which it is supported 
in a manner to be hereinafter described. Since 
the yoke 23 is piyotedto one end of the lower 
or stationary jaw l5 and thefupper movable jaw 
I6 is pivoted‘to the opposite end'of the lower 
jaw, the jaws may be closedvor opened by swing 
ing the jaw Hi to‘aznd away from the jaw l5, and 
when closed the yoke 23 may be positioned 
in Fig. '2 to lock the jaw it to the jaw |5 out: 
wardly with respect thereto, When the jaws are‘ 
relatively positioned as shown ‘in the drawings 
the projection 2| of the upper movable jaw I6, 
is over andlahove the corresponding portion of 
the iiked'or-lower jaw l5, whereupon the yoke 
23 may be swung‘to‘a substantially vertical posi-. 
tion with the lock bar 31 above ‘the projection 
2|. The rotation of the wing nut 29 will then 
cause therpd :25 and pin 34 to move downwardly 
in the sleeve'26 to bring the lock bar 31‘ into con 
tact with the projection 2| andlseat the rib 39 in 
the groove'22 thereof. The continued rotation 
of the rod in the same direction will cause a pres 
sure to he smart/$5.51 111991; the free end of the up 
per jaw I16 and will lock it to the corresponding 
end of the lower jaw I5: _It is to be observed 
that a space remains between the free end of 
the jaw i6 and the stationary jaw I5 when the 
jaws are in closed or looking’ position. As it is 
the fuhciich Of the Present device to support a 
gun ‘for movement in‘ two planes. and yet'do this 
withoutlundue friction and any playpthe pro 
vision of this space permits of arange of‘ad 
justment of pressure at all times to accomplish 
this ‘end. The rib v3S of the lock bar '3'! SQ'hted 
in the groove 22 oi the projection 2| effectively 
overcomes any tendency‘ vof the yoke to swing. 
about its pivot and away frornlo'clzing engage 
went-With’ thepreiesiioh 2' cf the upper mbfv: 
able jaw 16. Also the ‘cooperation between the 
wingfnut 23 the radial depressions 23 in the 
end 'wall of the shell 21 will prevent any unin 
tentional retrograde'movement of the wing nut l 
and cons?qllglipliy ‘9f the rod and lock bar 3'1;v 
If it is desired to elevate the movable jaw If 
or to move it from the position shown in the 
drawings to swing it about the pivot 20 thereby 
opening the jaws, the wing nut 29 may be re 
verselyrotated which will elevate the lock bar 
31, remove the pressure on the projection 2| and 
the rib 39 from the seat 22. This permits the 
yoke 23 to be ‘swung about its pivot 24 away 
from the coacting jaws thereby releasing the 
proJ ction v2| and permitting the upper jaw to be 
shifted about its pivot 20. 
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Forcooperation with the conical journals ‘I4 
formed ormounted on the adapter‘ I3 a pair of 
bearings 46 is provided, one bearing being cen 
trally positioned in the upper jaw I6 and the 
other similarly situated in the lower ?xed. jaw 
I5, said bearings being aligned vertically of the 
trunnion structure. Each of these bearings 40 is 
threaded into its cooperating jaw I5 or I6'and 
is held in its adjusted position by a nut 4! and ' 
a washer 42. The outer end of each bearing 46 
is provided with one or more recesses 43 for the 
reception of a wrench by which the position of 
the bearing with reference to its jaw may be de 
termined. 
The inner end of each bearing 40 is provided 

with a conical seat 40’ for the reception of the 
conical journals I4 formed on the adapter I3. 
This structure provides a mount for the gun 
movable about a vertical axis, and the adjust 
ments provided for the bearings 40 permit of the 
adjustment of the gun and adapter in a ver 
tical plane. The cooperation of the conical jour 
nals I4 with the conical seats 46' of the bearings 
40 manifestly centers the gun in a horizontal 
plane with respectto, the mount or trunnion 
structure as a whole. In short, the cooperation 
between the journals I4 and the bearings 49, 
together with the adjustment of the latter, not 
only centers the gun I2 carried by the adapter 
l3 with respect to the bearings but also permits 1 
the gun to swing in a horizontal plane. By ad 
justing the bearings 40, the gun as a whole, to 
gether with its adapter I3, may be adjusted in 
a vertical plane between the jaws I5 and I6 of 
the mounting. 
To support the mount between the ribs ID 

of the wing structure (not shown) a plate 44 
is secured to each rib I6 and each ‘plate carries 
a hollow horizontal journal 45 in the form of a 
truncated cone. These plates 44 may be mounted 
against either face of the supporting ribs III, 
one of them preferably being positioned against 
the face of its coacting rib l0 disposed away from 
the jaws I5—I6 and to that end an aperture 
must be provided in the rib through which the 
journal 45 passes. , 

the ribs ID by a series of bolts 46. , 
-As above pointed out, each end of the station 

ary or lower jaw I5 is provided with an out 
standing cylindrical supporting bearing I1 aligned 
one with the other. These bearings project 
towards and receive the journals 45. In order 
to adjust the entire bearing in a horizontal plane 
between the journals 45, there is interposed be 
tween the supporting bearings I7 and the conical 
journals 45 an adjusting mechanism. This 
mechanism for each bearing I1 comprises an in 
teriorly threaded bushing 41 inserted in each 
supporting bearing I‘! and coextensive therewith. 
This bushing has a tight friction ?t or is other 
wise ?xedlyv secured within its bearing I ‘I so that 
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there is no relative movement between the sup- > 
porting bearings II and the interio'rly threaded 
bushings 47. An auxiliary bearing member 48 
is threaded into the bushing 41 and is provided 
with a conical seat 49 which receives and rides 
upon the cooperating conical journal 45. ' 

It will be observed that the auxiliary bearing 
48 is longitudinally split, as at 50, permitting a 
compression thereof within the threaded bush 
ing 41 and on the coacting journal 45 thereby 
varying its diameter within relatively small limits 
so that it may snugly engage the conical sur 
face of the journal 45 at any point. The auxil 
iary bearing is adjustable within and removable. 

65 

from the bushing 41 by a wrench engaging the 
inner end of the‘ auxiliary bearing through the 
medium of the recesses 5| provided for that pur 
pose. The inner end wall 45' of the journal 45 
is provided with a splined aperture in- which a 
splined boss 52 of the nut 53 is received. Abolt 
54 having the head 55 passes through a washer 
56, and wall 45' and projects into the journal 45 
where it is engaged by the nut 53. As the washer 
56 bears against the shoulder at the inner end 
of the conical seat 49 of the auxiliary bearing 
48 and as the nut 53 cannot rotate by reason of 
its ?xed splined connection with the inner end 
Wall 45’ of the journal 45, and since the journal 
45 is immovable, the rotation of the head 55 
of the bolt forces the conical seat 49 of the auxil 
iary bearing 48 outwardly on the conical journal 
45. In this manner the conical seat 49 of the 
auxiliary bearing 48 is adjusted to snugly en 
gage the conical surface of the journal 45 and 
any looseness or play therebetween is eliminated. 

.Furthermore, the engagement of the washer 56 
with the shoulder at the inner end of the conical 
seat 49 of auxiliary bearing 48 preventsany axial 
movement between the journal 45 and the auxil 
iary bearing 48. 
To move or adjust the mount in a horizontal 

plane, the bolts 54 are loosened, thus freeing the 
washers 56 from engagement with the auxiliary 
bearings 48. The auxiliary bearings 48 are then 
rotated the same amount and in the same direc 
tion in their respective threaded bushings 41 
until the desired horizontal movement has been 
accomplished. To secure the mount in this po 
sition, the bolts 54 are retightened until the 
washers 56 reengage the shoulders on the inner 
end of the conical seats 49 of the auxiliary bear 
ings 48 and the conical seats 49 of the auxiliary 
bearings 48 are snugly engaged with the conical 
surfaces of the journals 45. 

It is to be understood that the adjustments 
required to properly center the gun with respect 
to the bearing, the ribs I0 and the leading edge 
of the wing structure through which it operates 
are relatively small, so that any large movement 
of the bearings 48 and/or of the auxiliary bear 
ings 48 is unnecessary. However, by adjusting 
the bearings 40, threading one outwardly of its 
jaw, and threading the other inwardly of its jaw 
the entire gun and adapter I3 may be adjusted 
in a vertical plane with respect to the jaws. Once 
these adjustments have been attained so that 
the gun is initially sighted and properly centered, 
they become ?xed and the upper hinged jaw I6. 
may be released as above described and the gun 
removed therefrom, or the gun may be returned 
to its mounting and engaged between the jaws 
I5 and I6 without affecting these adjustments in 
the horizontal and vertical planes. ' ‘ 

In Fig. 6 is illustrated a modi?cation of the 
mechanism by which the free end of the hinged 
or upper jaw I6 is attached to one of the sup 
ported bearings II. The projection 2| at the, 
end of the jaw I6 is, in this form of the invention, 
engaged by a ring 57 which has an internal ?ange 
58. threaded for engagement with the external‘ 
threads 59 on the exterior of the adjacent sup 
porting bearing IT. The rotation of the locking 
ring 51 for travel inwardly causes the lip 60. 
thereof to engage over the upper surface-ofthe". 
projection 2| of the jaw I6, and since this, upper 
surface is sloping and the cooperating surface of 
the lip 60 is similarly formed, there is a ‘cam 
action which forces the free upper end of the 

, jaw downwardly into clamping position, By re7 



versing'tlthei'rotationo?theiringi?fiitheiiprojection 
lliiofithe supper-ior 'hingedé jaw; L6: is releasedi and 
the .1 a‘ aw. .is‘z'them free to :swingab-out .itsihinge " 20. 
lfInibothiforms ‘of the invention-attic. free end: of 

the jaw’ l?isiprovi’ded with: ya central opening. 6 l 
‘by i'the :projections $2, :the inner‘ faces 

or which: incIineLupWardIyLandJ- inwardly. ‘These 
innensur?aces contact with the (upper portion voi‘ 
the eadjo‘ining supporting 3 bearing ' I ‘I . upon : each 
'side thereof, ;thereby creating ;-a. cam action Libe 
meerr the'f-ree end of: the jaw [f6 ‘:and the bearing 
1?! whereby aany. irregularities. in: the , pivot :of ‘ the 
jaw L6,:which might otherwise‘ throw the jaw out 
of“periectialignment withthe bearings l1 and 
with :the lower I‘?xed jam 5,: are :overcome and 
auperiectzalignment andcontact is obtained. 
isFro-m ithe-I foregoingdt :isi‘manifest that ‘the 
present trunnionustructure. enablessthemgunlito be 
adiustediiby (the vmanipulation ‘of the rear igun 
mount?foriiaiming:purposeseby providing’for' its . 
oscillationlabout the vertical: axis represented by 
the :g'youmals ‘l [4 and coac'ting bearings 40 a. and 
about cthe horizontal axis represented ‘by the 
bearings: ligand-48. and the journals'l?E. Further 
moreithe-ladjustmentof thetrunnion-structure as 
a whole in the horizontal plane by adjusting the 
bearings‘ "and Won the journals“; and‘thetad 
iustment 'of ‘the? adapter in. the vertical plane * by 
the-adjustment-of.thehbearingsrw relative to the 
jaws" iii-‘and 16,- makes possible an'initialpenter 
ing lot {the r g-u-n lwithllllthe trunnion structure 
which when once. attained‘ remains unchanged 
regardless .of ' the 'removaliof the gun or of its vre 
turna-toithe trunnion. 
*Whatis claimedis: ' 

‘.Ll'l‘he-combination. with'a pair of conical trun 
nlons, of a primaryv jaw, opposed supporting bear 
ings ‘on said jaw fora-the reception‘ of said trun 
iliionsgani auxiliary bearing- ‘ad-justably- mounted 
in each supporting bearing and-providedrwithsa 
cOnicaIsur-face for pivotal cooperation-‘with the 
engaged-trunnion, -'a connection between each 
trunnion --and"- its coacting auxiliary ' bearing ' to 
adjust'the position of the auxiliary bearing in its 
supporting bearing and‘ with respect to the ‘coop 
era‘tingttrunnion, a secondary jawv hinged to one 
end'of said'primary jaw, fastening means carried 
by‘: the primary jaw 'for‘ releasably securing: the 
free endofvthe secondary jaw thereto, opposed 
bearings- carried by the-secondary "and primary 
jaws'and adjustable with respect thereto, and-an 
aidapteritol'be positioned between said jaws and 
having --journals to‘ -be' pivotallyv engaged in said 
adjustablebearings. ' ' 

. 2.‘ The ‘combination- with arr-annular adapter 
having ‘diametrically *opposedjournals, of a pri 
mary jaw, -' opposed- supporting bearings at ' the 

' ends‘ofsaid jaw, ?xed trunnions mounted to be 
received in said supporting bearings, auxiliary 
bearings interposed between said supporting 
bearingsand said trunnions, adjustable connec 
tions between?said' trunnions and said auxiliary 
bearings‘whereby the position of thejlatter may 
be adjusted‘ with respect to the former,- a‘second 
ary jawv‘hinged at one end to saidiprimarydaw, 
an'engagmg member carried by‘said primary jaw 
toréleasablyengago the‘ other or‘ free end of the 
secondary‘ jaw, and opposed ‘bearings, one at 
tached to 'each of said jaws,'for the reception of 
the journals onsaid'adapter and adjustablerela 
tive' to said jaws to position said adapter between 
said jaws. 
"3."',I‘he ‘combination with a generallyecircular 

gun adapter having diametrically-iopposed jour 
na1s,'~of amount providing universal" movement‘ 
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for v:s'aid:.1azia1i>ter,:"said mount coniprising;a;pri— 
mary; jaw and; av movablesecondary jaw arranged 
for:openingeandsclosing with respect to the-.pri 
mary jaw; said‘ jaws‘having their opposed faces 
disposedfin espacedeapart relation to providewa 
clearance? intermediate their ends for. the adapter; 
bearingsadjustably carriediby said jaws tfori'rer 
ception of the.opposed.journals of the adapter,. 
supporting bearingsiupon the‘ends of the primary 
jaw,i?xed conical trunnions projecting within 
said supporting bearings, auxiliary conicalbear 
ingsrzmounted'interinediatesaid supporting :bear 
ings .and. trunnions, said, auxiliary bearings being 
movable longitudinally of said supporting bear 
ings, 1'and :‘adjustable 1 connections for . maintain 
ing the :auxiliary bearings‘ and trunnionsagainst 
relativcrdisplacement. 

The combination with'a. generallyecircular 
gun'vza'dapter having rdiametricallyiopposed. jourr 
rials, :of 1-a =:mount providing universal . move. 
mentiiorisaidhadapter, said mount comprising 
a ‘primary ‘jaw sands-a secondary jaws arranged 
for opening.v and closing movementwithrespect 
tol‘theiprimaryijawgsaid jaws having their iopé 
posedi racessdisposed in spaced-apart relation-to 
provideiaa-zclearance“intermediate their ends-:for 
the adapter; bearingscarrie'd by said jaws forvthe 
reception-wit the :opposed journalssofi the adapter, 
supporting'nbearings. at the .ends ,. of the. primary 
jaw,'i.?xediitrunnions: projecting . within .said' .sup 
porting bearings, an auxiliary ‘bearing “inter 
posed :between each trunnion and supporting 
bearing; and vmeans: for adjusting each auxiliary 
bearing :withinitss associated supporting .bearing 
to position the primary jaw relative tosaidztrun 
nions. 

'-5."I'I‘-he acombination with .an annular .igun 
adapter :‘having - ‘diametrically-opposed , journals, 
of -a primaryijaw, opposed supporting bearings 
at'lvthelends ofrssaid ‘jaw, ?xed. trunnions mount 
ed to 'rbe \receive'din ‘said supporting bearings, 
auxiliary * bearings vbetween said supporting 
bearings 1 and said trunnions, threaded .means 
between?said supporting bearings and saideaux 
iliaryllbearingswhereby the positions of the anx 
i-liaryi-bearings may be independently adjusted 
longitudinally within the supporting ' bearingspa 
secondary-yaw hinged-at one end: of said ‘pri 
mary ~~jaw~andndisposed in- spaced ‘relation in 
termediate {1135' elength to: the primary iawxtospro 
vide ‘clearance ‘ for :Fthe adapter, an engaging 
member-carried by'said primary‘jaw to releas 
ably-engage" the other-end of the'secondary jaw, 
0pposed~adapted1 bearings, one attached to each 
of‘ said>jaws,~;f~or the reception of the journals on 
said adapter, and means 'for adjusting '- said 
adapterT'bearings relativeto said jaws to posi 
tionsaid adapter between said jaws. 

>6.\The combination with an - annular gun 
adapter = ‘having " ‘diametrically-opposed journais, 
of ya primaryf'jaw, opposed supporting bearings 
atithe‘ends of ‘said jaw, ?xed trunnions mount 
ed‘to ‘be received in- said supporting bearings,‘ 
auxiliary ‘bearings betweensaid supporting bear 
ings and said trunnions, threaded means be 
tween said supporting bearings ‘and said auxil 
iary bearings'whereby" the positions ofthe aux‘ 
iliary ‘bearings may be adjusted longitudinally 
within ‘ the‘ supporting bearings, a washer ‘within 
each auxiliary‘bearingiand engaging a stop on 
saidiaiuxiliary bearing and a“ tie, member extend-' 
ing “between ‘ the vadjacent trunnion and ‘the 
washerfor; adjustablyj positioning the washer in 
engagement with‘ the stop to prevent retrograde 
movement" of'the‘ auxiliary‘ bearing,‘ a secondary 
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jaw hinged at one end to said primary jaw and 
disposed in spaced relation intermediate its 
length to the primary jaw to provide clearance 
for the adapter, an engaging member carried by 
said primary jaw to releasably engage the other 
end of the secondary jaw, opposed adapter bear 
ings, one attached to each of said jaws, for the 
reception of the journals on said adapter, and 
means for adjusting said adapter bearings rel 
ative to said jaws to position said adapter be- 10 
tween said jaws for pivotal movement. 

HUBERT F. FRANKLIN. 
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